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Getting Started
Commencing the online game the first time, you’ll be logged in with The Games
main screen. This selection can come into game play down the road, thus make
sure everything is set up before carrying on.

Subway Surfers has super easy game play to learn, however it can be tough to
master the game. As explained inside the intro, your goal is always to skate as
long as you can while accumulating as many cash as you can. Your perspective
when playing is that your character is moving away from you, so you will be
managing him from that point of view also.
While you happen to be running, you can alter tracks by swiping left or right.
Swiping left of the screen can cause you to transition tracks to the left, as the
reverse will occur when swiping to the right.
Other critical controls are leaping and rolling. These controls function exactly like
the course changing, except for swiping top to bottom. Swipe upwards to hop and
swipe downwards to roll.
These settings would be the basic way to play Subway Surfers additionally; the
video game will not vary considerably outside of this.
Coins are accumulated automatically while you move over these, and will enable
you to obtain brand new characters and power ups we will go over later on.

Missions
Further than the actual game play of sprinting as long as you are able and
gathering money, you can also complete objectives.

There are several different ways to connect to the missions while you play the
game, so let’s cover every one of them to ensure you understand specifically how
to use them.
The objectives tab is available in the primary menu in the game within the upper
left spot of the screen. Another way of getting at the missions is by hitting the
pause button while playing. The pause option is within the upper left while playing
a level.
Missions, when completed, shall be displayed once you are finished with a level.
Types of quests are generally “Gather Five hundred coins” and numerous others.
Daily levels are also available, and could be completed once a day to receive a
unique award. All you need to do will be to pause the level while playing then look
within the Daily Task information to find out what you need to do in to get the
reward.

Power Ups
Powerups are offered to grab and buy whilst playing, and they can be upgraded
as well.

Powerups that you can grab while playing are the Jet pack which allows you to
soar over-all of the trains and gather a pathway of coins in the process. Super
Sneakers will make your own character run a lot quicker than normal, and may
grab any coins under them. Coin Magnet will get hold of every one of the coins
nearby. Lastly, the 2 times multiplier can double your score while it’s turned on. All
these power ups only keep working for a little while, so take benefits from these
whilst they are triggered.
Various other power ups are a single use that one could trigger at will, providing
you have an availability of them.

The Hoverboard offers you invincibility where you can’t be injured while it’s
triggered. This kind of power up is principally useful if you are further in the level.
The Mystery Box offers you a randomly chosen item which can be anything. This
power up is advised when you’ve got plenty of coins to get rid of.
Certainly, there are also Head start items offered, which can be used to enhance
your character before you begin to play. This will permit you to score more points
ahead of time, but it may also provide additional hazards.
You can also get the ability to omit levels should you be finding these
troublesome. This is no option you should obtain frequently, as beating the levels
is a vital part of the video game.

Added toons may be picked when you un-lock them with items you acquire while
playing, or perhaps via mystery cases.
You can see the toons you are able to uncover in the shop, and how much more
items they require to be revealed.
Being able to play with buddies is definitely fun, plus in Subway Surfers you’ll be
able to review scores with pals, in addition to able to aid each other to earn added
coins without the work involved.
Tapping over the Social icon on the primary navigation brings you into the listing
of buddies either on the Game Centre or within Facebook. You can see their very
best score listed here to ensure you know what you are against while playing.
A cool method to generate extra coins is by having your friends run so you can
generate additional money. For each and every 50 friend plays, you are going to
acquire a money bag with precious cash inside.
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